3

Selecting the operating modes
Selecting by command

l

Complete configuration of the serial line parameters
Commandsyntax :

Parity
P-E

oven parity

P-D

odd parity

P-N

no parky

Operating mode

(:hoice d format

(type of exchange)

f -7

==a

f -8

a

d-H

=a

HALF DUPLEX

(alternate exchanges)

7 bit data coding
gbddatacoding

1
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Storing the messages

4.1

Storage syntax

Storing the messages in the SRAM memory of the XBT-K8 requires a programming
device to be connected via a serial link. This can be :
- a TSX T407 programming terminal (non-conversational storage)
- a visual display terminal (conversational storage)
For these procedures cons&t user guide XBT-X63240.
-a PC, PS/2 compatible personal computer using the XBTELcreation and archiving
program.
Storage syntax for XBT-K8 messages
When writing the messages into the XBT-K8 memory it is necessary to ensure that
the parameters are coherent.
Storing of complete messages is as follows :

@

I@ nnn I@Mw .. m20l@

.

Update
parad forvariable

of char&a

atring

asaodatd
with

the mmbpge
A- 1

300 m period (delauk value)

A-

no update

2

A-3

lmcondpabd

A-4

3~condpaiod

5 special puSmaws

ding

to UNI-TE

protocol

R-Ndwork~(Oto254).S-StptanN”(Oto254)
G - Gate

18

M- (0 to 254). U - Modub No (0 to 254). W - Channel

N” (0 to 254)

L
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Storage syntax

General rules for message composition :
,_____

/J:_ :: ;

TEXT

;.

OIL PRESSURE

..

. .. RESPONSEFIELD

j

______________________-__.
PARAMETERS
j
._________________________(

------

MM
Displayed text

1 Optional numeric field

-The length of the text and the numeric field should not exceed 20
characters.
-The optional numeric field should be defined by - (dashes) (ASCII
character 5 F).
- Only the ASCII characters between 20 and 5F are accepted (lower case
letters are refused).
- Commas (2C in ASCII) are not supported : use only decimal points
(character 2E in ASCII).

Special rules for UNI-TE protocol
(for TSX 7 series PLCs)

3c

l

Messages associated with numeric variables :
The numeric field has a maximum length of :
- 6 characters (including sign) with the conversion coefficient C = 1,
- 5 characters (including sign) with the conversion coeff icient Cz 1 or when
the TSX 7 PLC variable is a counter, a timer or a monostable,
- 1 character when the variable associated with the message is 1 bit.

Note :
- Positive values : the + sign is not displayed (space)
- Negative values : the - sign is displayed.

4
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Storage syntax

(‘1

”

_

current

“a,“e

p

_

pre+*t

“a,“e

~~:~~~~~~~
:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:
.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,...,.......

Note : The syntax limits for TSX7 variables depend on the type of PLC used.
(Refer to the various programming and installation manuals for TSX7

The numeric fields shown indicate maximum values.
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Storage syntax

Special rules for UNI-TELWAY protocol

-v

When the XBT-K8 is connected to a UNI-TELWAY bus, the storage syntax for the
messages should include the five parameters defining the UNI-TELWAY address
of the equipment to which the TSX 7 variable associated with the message belongs
(of the SERVER equipment).
,____‘___r_______-I-____________
TEXT
; NUMBER :
,____,___l________L___-___-____

;

PARAMETERS

:R
I

1

S

G
I

U
L

W
I

.’

.I
.

Station No (0 to 254)
,-,&&jrt &&e’j.2&
.;

Gate No (0 to 254)
&&w&“e
to .::
..
..:
Module No (0 to 254)
#efaI$ @lo %4:... :
Channel No (0 to 254)
.:D+fatit Tiatue: 0
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4.2

Storing the messages with a PC, PS/2

Storing the XBT-K messages is achieved when the XBT-KB is in the OPERATING
MODE ; it displaysr l RUNNING l 1
To store the messages (with their parameters), use the XBTEL program running on
a PC, PSI2 computer. The following services are provided :

- Off-line creation and archiving of an application (floppy disk or hard disk),
l

Transfer of an application to several terminals,
Saving an existing application,
Comparing the application,
Printing the application (preparation of technical dossier).

Creation
The XBTEL program presents (in addition to the language selection) a table for
writing the messages with their parameters.
Saving is automatic (after 20 minutes) or initiated by the user.

l

Transfer
To transfer the application to the XBT-K8 terminal, it is necessary to :
1- make a physical RS 232 C link between the PC, PSI2 (SERIAL PORT 1 to 3)
and the XBT-K8. Refer to chapter 7 on CONNECTIONS,
2 - identify the transmission parameters between the XBT-K8 terminal and the
PC, PS/2, by configuring the serial line. Refer to chapter 3 SELECTING
OPERATING MODES.

To configure the PLC link, go to TRANSFER RAM PC, PS/2 --> XBT, and adjust
the parameters (speed, format, parity and stop bits) to be compatible with the
XBT-K8.
l

Comparison
A comparison can be made between the application in the terminal and the
application resident in the PC, PS/2.

l

Printing
Printing can be requested from the TRANSFER menu of the XBTEL program :
lFrom the PC, PSI2 to the printer : Select RAM PC, PSI2 --> PRINTER,
select the parameters, and then start the operation.
2From the XBT-KBvia the PC, PS/2 to the printer : Go to XBT-> PRINTER,
select the parameters, and then start the operation.
The printer may have either a serial or a parallel interface.
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